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GLOBAL GOALS  |  GLOBAL MOVEMENTS  |  GLOBAL GUIDANCE
Pathfinding Cities

- Rapid urbanisation
- City officials as major influencers
- Geo-local space for innovation & min-scale-up
- INSPIRE already – better through measurement
Ending Violence: INSPIRE to Valenzuela, Greater Metropolitan Manila, Philippines
Outcome Mapping

WHAT WE DID

• Set out the steps that link the activities of a programme or organisation to the outcomes that are important

• Maps outcomes @ **level of reactions, knowledge skills and capacities**, changes in behaviour policy or practice, and at the level of longer-term social change

DISCOVERIES💡

• Low levels understanding around violence prevention, data/evidence gaps
• Lack of partnership structure to strategically drive the work forward
Child-Centred Indicators

WHAT WE DID

• Designed with children and adult stakeholders—CCI that children and City Officials can use to monitor and support violence reduction

• Opened space for a creative, participatory methods for child-led intergenerational dialogue around experiences

• Mapped onto INSPIRE and the Philippines Plan of Action to EVAC

DISCOVERIES💡

• INSPIRE measures violence reduction as opposed to violence prevention
• CCI localizes the INSPIRE framework which doesn’t address context
Why ‘discoveries’💡 matter: INSPIRED forward

• INSPIRE is our guide—but we must make it practically relevant for city and country officials

• Need to build the *data & evidence infrastructure everywhere* to use INSPIRE—
  o Universities and M&E specialists
  o Coordinating bodies with a common prevention narrative

• Missing ‘low’/early level indicators & mid-level/outcome indicators informed by children
  o Tells the story
  o Allows for good programming changes
  o Links the ‘real world’ > INSPIRE > desired impact > #:ENDViolence